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Abstract 
Towards cloning of a novel SCN resistance locus using de novo genome assembly and 
fosmid screening 
Glycine soja, the wild annual ancestor of soybean, has great potential to be used as a 
source of genetic diversity for the crop. A Glycine soja line, PI 468916, contains a 
resistance QTL to soybean cyst nematode (SCN) Heterodera glycines, a devastating pest 
of soybean. This resistance QTL has been fine mapped in PI 468916 to a distance of 
147kb. Through the use of whole genome sequencing with de novo assembly we were 
able to gain information about the region. In this thesis the assembly data was used along 
with fosmid sequences from both Sanger sequencing and Illumina reads to gain insight 
into sequence differences between the Williams 82 reference genome and PI 468916 to 
identify the gene(s) responsible for this resistance. The alignment of PI 468916 sequence 
against the reference genome corresponding to the resistance QTL and the candidate 
genes present in this region, is presented. This novel resistance locus could be used to 
introduce new resistance in the crop. 
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Chapter I  Introduction 
 
Glycine max, or soybean, is one of the most important crops in the United States and 
worldwide.  The United States Department of Agriculture’s Foreign Agricultural Service 
declares in their annual World Agricultural Production report that the production of soybean for 
the 2012/2013 year was 267,583 thousand metric tons worldwide and 82,055 thousand metric 
tons in the United States (http://www.fas.usda.gov/data/world-agricultural-production); 36.6 
million metric tons of those soybeans grown in the United States were exported (soystats.com). 
Globally, soybean was planted on 108.16 million hectares in 2012/2013.  With such a 
widespread production, soybean is the target for molecular research and breeding on a variety of 
value added traits including disease resistance. 
 
Soybean is vulnerable to infections from pathogens and parasites.  Diseases of soybean 
such as Soybean Cyst Nematode (SCN) (Heterodera glycines), brown spot (septoria glycines), 
soybean rust (Phakopsora pachyrhizi), charcoal rot (Macrophominia phaseolina), and sclerotinia 
stem rot (Sclerotinia sclerotiorum) can cause great reductions in yield globally and in the United 
States (Wrather et al., 2001; Yorinori et al., 2005). Soybean cyst nematode is a plant 
endoparasitic nematode.  SCN infection of soybeans causes decreased shoot vigor, reduced 
nodulation, and root necrotization in soybean and is the most devastating pest of soybeans 
worldwide (Rao-Arelli et al., 1992; Riggs and Niblack, 1999).  SCN is consistently estimated as 
having the highest negative impact on soybean yield annually (Wrather et al., 2009).   
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Soybean cyst nematode has a lifecycle of five stages; egg, three juvenile larval stages, 
and adult. The secondary juvenile larval stage (J2), which is vermiform, is the stage that is both 
mobile and infectious. The nematode pierces the soybean root with its stylet mouthparts and 
moves intracellularly to the vascular tissue of the soybean plant.  Once inside the vascular tissue, 
the J2 nematode secretes parasitism proteins (Davis et al., 2008) that cause the plant cells to 
divide to form a specialized feeding site. This feeding site, or syncytium, in the root can consist 
of as many as 200 cells (Jones, 1981). Syncytium are formed from the breakdown of the cell wall 
and is mediated by auxin (Goverse et. al, 2000).  The female nematodes swell in size to a 
rounded shape, while the males remain vermiform leaving the root to fertilize the swollen 
females.  An egg sac develops that remains inside the female nematode until she dies. The 
female’s cuticle hardens to form the eponymous cyst.  These eggs, approximately 300-400, can 
remain inside the cyst until soil conditions are favorable for them to hatch.  Depending on soil 
moisture and temperature the cysts could potentially remain viable for several years, with cool 
moist soils being the most favorable (Wrather et al., 1984). 
 
The main means of control of SCN is via genetic resistance naturally present in soybean 
accessions that can be bred into elite cultivars. For this reason, SCN populations are usually 
described by their ability to reproduce at high levels on a defined set of soybean varieties by the 
HG type test.  The HG type test was proposed in 2002 as an alternative to the previously used 
race test for categorizing resistance.  The resistant soybean lines used (indicator lines) were 
assigned a number which can then be referred to when describing whether or not a population of 
nematodes can fully reproduce on that line. For example, a SCN population which is determined 
to have a HG type 2.4.7 can fully reproduce on soybean indicator lines 2, 4 and 7.  To determine 
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the level of reproduction observed the Female Index (FI) is used. Female Index which is also 
used in other SCN population descriptors, is the (mean number of females on the test soybean 
line) / (mean number of females on the standard susceptible line) x 100 (Niblack 2002).  A 
Female Index of 10 has been used as the cutoff for determining that a population of nematodes 
would be unable to propagate well enough on a particular line to pose an economic threat. 
 
Nematode resistance genes for both root knot and cyst nematodes have been cloned in 
several plants.  The first nematode resistance gene (Hs1pro-1) to be cloned was in sugar beet for 
resistance against the sugar beet cyst nematode (Cai et al., 1997).   While Hs1pro-1 in sugar beet 
does not encode for a protein similar to other known plant resistance proteins, other nematode 
resistance genes that have been cloned are frequently similar to the canonical nucleotide-binding 
site leucine-rich repeat (NBS-LRR) domain structure (Williamson & Kumar 2006). NBS-LRR 
proteins have a conserved NBS of about 320 amino acids towards the N terminal end of the 
protein chain for recognition of specific molecules that lead to signaling. The LRR is a C-
terminal domain for protein-protein interactions that is probably involved in pathogen 
recognition and subsequent signal transduction (Belkyahidr et al., 2004). 
 
In contrast to most known nematode resistance genes, those found so far in soybeans do 
not appear to be canonical NBS-LRRs. The Rhg1 locus contains a multi-gene repeat conferring 
resistance through copy number variation of the gene suite (Cook et al., 2012).  The Rhg4 locus, 
on the other hand, contains a gene for serine hydroxymethyltransferase that has been confirmed 
to mediate resistance.  Serine hydroxymethyltransferase is a highly conserved enzyme for single 
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carbon metabolism.  The resistant alleles of Rhg4 have a polymorphism which alters the 
regulatory properties of the enzyme (Liu et al., 2012). 
 
The Rhg1 locus was cloned with the aid of fosmids. Fosmids are large circular 
extrachromosomal bacterial DNA which can be used to create genomic libraries.  Using a fosmid 
genomic library allows for stable copying of even highly repetitive DNA sequences (Kim et al., 
1995).  Individual fosmid clones with an average insert size of about 30 kb can provide reliable 
information that can be used for physical mapping and sequencing of specific chromosomal 
regions. 
 
PI 468916 was crossed to a soybean line in order to make a detailed genetic map 
comprised of both restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP) (Shoemaker & Olson 
1993) and simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers (Cregan et al., 1999b).  This line was 
discovered to be resistant to SCN and two QTLs were mapped to chromosome 15 and 
chromosome 18 (Diers et al., 2001).  These QTLs, cqSCN-006 and cqSCN-007, were then fine 
mapped to an 803.4 kb interval on chromosome 15 and a 146.5 kb interval on chromosome 18 
(Diers et al., 2012).  In this work we will be employed with cqSCN-007 on chromosome 18. 
 
Next-generation sequencing (or massively parallel sequencing) allows for data to be 
gathered faster and more inexpensively than previous labor-intensive Sanger clone-by-clone 
methods (Hudson 2007).  The soybean genome was published in 2010 and cost approximately 
$10 million (Schmutz et al., 2010).  Through the use of next-generation sequencing technology 
(and because a reference genome exists) one can produce the sequence of a new genome (such as 
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PI 468916) for a fraction of the time and cost.  In Illumina sequencing by synthesis (SBS) each 
nucleotide base is detected as it is incorporated into the polymerized strand.  A fluorescently 
labeled terminator is cleaved off each nucleotide after it has been imaged so a new nucleotide 
can be added and the strand elongated (Hudson et al., 2007). 
 
Assembling the genome de novo from the raw reads is a computationally difficult 
problem.  The raw reads need to be combined to create longer consensus sequences or 
contigs.  When mate pairs or pairwise reads are used, their relative position to one another is 
known because they come from either end of a longer DNA fragment of an approximate known 
length.  This information can be used to knit the contigs together info longer scaffolds which 
may include some gaps (Baker 2012).  There are many different computer programs which can 
be used for assembly.  These programs assemble the reads and output to the user contigs or 
scaffolds which can be used for further analysis. 
 
In this work, the screening of a fosmid genomic library was used to identify and sequence 
a locus for Soybean Cyst Nematode disease resistance found in Pi 468916. This locus has been 
previously fine-mapped to a 146.5 kilobase region on chromosome 18 of PI 468916.  Next-
generation whole genome sequencing data was assembled de novo. Sequence data from both the 
isolated fosmids and the whole genome sequencing assembly were used together to gain further 
understanding of the resistance locus in PI 468916 and the differences between this line and 
Williams 82. The future cloning of specific genes from this novel resistance locus could be used 
to introduce new resistance sources in soybean. 
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Chapter II  Methods 
 
Seed Germination 
Glycine soja seeds from PI 468916 were germinated using an in-house protocol for 
germination of Glycine tomentella seeds for Fluorescent in situ hybridization kindly supplied by 
Gopala Battu.  Seeds were treated by submersion with 100% sulfuric acid for fifteen minutes to 
remove the seed coat.  The seeds were then rinsed six times with distilled water that had been 
sterilized by autoclave.  After treatment seeds were then transferred, using sterile technique, to 
100mm Agar Petri dishes (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts) which were prepared with 
½X Murshige and Skoog Media and the addition of 1X Gambourg’s Vitamin mix..  A five-day, 
room-temperature incubation took place, after which seedlings were transplanted to Arabidopsis 
soil mixture, which is a 2:1:1 combination of LC1 sunshine mix, perlite, and vermiculite 
obtained from the University of Illinois greenhouse storeroom.  Seeds were then grown under 
standard 12 hour light/12 hour dark conditions in a growth chamber. 
 
DNA Extraction 
Leaf tissue was collected and frozen immediately in liquid nitrogen.  Genomic DNA was 
extracted from whole leaf tissue using in-house Swaminathan CTAB method (Appendix A). 
 
Library Preparation 
Preparation of the fosmid library was performed by Tong Geon Lee using the Epicenter 
Biotechnologies Copy Control Fosmid Library Production Kit (Illumina, Madison, Wisconsin). 
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Screening Primer Design 
Primers were designed using the online Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, 
Iowa)  PrimerQuest tool to amplify the 147.5 -kb region of the Williams 82 sequence between 
fine-mapping markers known as locus cqSCN-007. These primers were then verified as unique 
to the desired region in chromosome 18 through the online version of BLAST provided by 
phytozome.com. The BLAST algorithm parameters were altered in the following ways to ensure 
high quality primers: the Expect (E) threshold was changed to 12, the Word (W) Length was 
changed to 7 and the low-complexity filter was deselected.  Primers were selected that were 
unique to the region, however in some cases where high quality primers were more difficult to 
design, a lower quality primer (having a higher E value to the homeologous chromosome 9) 
would be used if it could be matched with a high quality primer.  Cutoffs for E values were 
determined by the relative importance of the region which the primers were being designed to. 
 
Fosmid Screening 
The fosmid library was divided into 30 primary pools each containing approximately 
5000 different inserts from PI 468916.  These primary pools were screened by performing a 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) directly on the primary pool (PCR conditions are in Appendix 
A).  Gel electrophoresis was performed on the PCR products using 1% agarose gels, to 
determine if any of the primary pools contained a fosmid that was positive for the PCR 
amplicon.  Electrophoresis was performed on a Biorad electrophertic system and gel 
visualization was performed on a UVP Gel Doc system.  Bacterial glycerol stocks for positive 
primary pools were then titered and grown on 150mm plates; equaling 500 colonies each.  These 
plates were grown overnight at 37 degrees on LA media with Chloramphenicol.  The plates were 
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scraped using aseptic technique with LB into a secondary pool.   These secondary pools were 
then screened by PCR with the screening primers using the same technique as the primary 
pools.  Secondary pools that were identified as positives were titered and spread onto a group of 
tertiary pools; 50 colonies each.  After the overnight growth, a print of each plate was made 
using nitrocellulose membranes (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN).  The copy plate on the 
membrane was stored at 4 degrees.  The original set of tertiary plates was allowed to incubate 
overnight.  After the second overnight incubation the original set of tertiary plates were scraped 
and screened as for the primary and secondary.  If a positive pool was identified a grid plate was 
created from the corresponding print plate.  This was accomplished by sectioning another plate 
into a grid and inoculating each colony onto an individual numbered square.  This grid plate was 
then allowed to grow until colonies were visually evident.  Colony PCR was then performed at 
the same conditions as pool PCR on each gridded colony.  Once a colony was identified as 
containing a fosmid that was positive for the PCR fragment, the fosmid was proliferated and 
harvested using the HiSpeed Plasmid Midi-Prep Kit (Qiagen, Venlo, Limburg).   
 
Analysis of Genome Annotations 
Genome annotations were procured from phytozome.net and compared to previously 
cloned cyst nematode genes to determine the genes relative likelihood to be responsible for the 
enhanced disease resistance found in PI 468916.  The three annotations used were Pfam (Protein 
Family, KOG (Eukaryotic Orthologous Groups) or GO (Gene Ontology) terms.  The Pfam 
annotation database was developed by EMBL-EBI (Finn et al, 2014).  The KOG annotation is a 
set of orthologous proteins for prokaryotes and eukaryotes (Tatusov et al., 2003).  The GO 
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annotation is the result of a project from the Gene Ontology Consortium to create a vocabulary to 
discuss gene ontologies (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000). 
 
De novo Sequence Assembly 
Whole genome sequencing of PI 468916 was performed using the HiSeq DNA sequencer 
(Illumina, San Diego, CA) at the Keck Biotechnology Center.  DNA was extracted using method 
described above. The raw reads were assembled using AByS to generate scaffolds.  A total of 
182,255,190 paired end reads were assembled, each 150 nucleotides in length, with an average 
gDNA fragment size of 580 nucleotides.  A kmer of 64 was chosen as the best performing 
(ABySS was compiled for a maximum kmer size of 64). 
 
Analysis of de novo Sequence Assembly 
The Williams 82 reference sequence corresponding to the region between the flanking 
markers was compared to the scaffold output from the assembly of PI 468916 sequences using 
the BLAST program to locate potential PI 458916 scaffolds corresponding to the resistance 
region.  This alignment is done by first formatting the database of the scaffolds, (formatdb -i 
LDX_5-scaffolds.fa -p F).  BLAST is then used to compare the Williams 82 region of interest to 
the database of scaffolds, (blastall -p blastn -i GM18_region -d LDX_2-1.fa -o GM18blast-3 -b 
5000 -a 8 &).  The BLAST output was then filtered through a short Perl script that produced a 
file of only the identification numbers of the scaffolds that matched the region; these 
identification numbers could then be used to create a fasta file containing only the scaffolds of 
interest from the BLAST output.    
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These scaffold hits were then uploaded into the DNA analysis software Sequencher, (Gene 
Codes Software, Ann Arbor, MI) and aligned against the Williams 82 sequence to be 
visualized.  Because of the differences between PI 468916 and the Williams 82 reference 
sequence, only scaffolds in regions where the two were most similar aligned.  Periodically, when 
more sequence data from isolated fosmids was gained, these scaffolds would be realigned.  With 
the added fosmid data more PI 468916 scaffolds were able to be added to the alignment. 
 
Analysis of Isolated Fosmids 
Isolated fosmids were end-sequenced with vector specific primers at the Keck 
Biotechnology Center, UIUC.  The end sequences were aligned to the Williams 82 reference 
genome using the DNA sequence assembly visualizer, Sequencher.  Fosmids confirmed through 
end-sequencing to be from chromosome 18 (and not the homeologous chromosome 9) were fully 
sequenced using the Illumina MiSeq at the Keck Biotechnology Center.  The completed 
sequence dataset was assembled using ABySS with the same command as the whole genome 
sequence assembly outlined above.  The scaffolds were realigned to the reference in 
Sequencher.  The fosmid sequence was finished by designing specific primers bordering the gaps 
or low quality reads, and performing Sanger sequencing (Keck Biotechnology 
Center).  Additionally, scaffolds from the whole genome assembly were realigned with the new 
fosmid sequence data to increase coverage of the interval. The scaffolds from ABySS and the 
data obtained from Sanger sequencing were used to build a consensus sequence of the finished 
fosmid and compared against the reference. 
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Chapter III Results 
 
Gene Annotations  
Genes from the region between the flanking border markers were obtained through using 
BLAST at phytozome.net.  These genes were analyzed for their potential to be responsible for 
the enhanced disease resistance of PI 468916 to Soybean Cyst Nematode.  None of the genes 
located in the interval had an annotation on phytozome.net either of a canonical resistance gene 
(R gene), such as a NBS-LRR, or other known source of nematode resistance (e.g. serine 
hydroxymethyltransferase). However, based on inference from the likely function of the encoded 
proteins, some genes could speculatively be judged more probable than others, to be involved in 
SCN resistance in PI 468916.  Table 1 shows the genes located within the interval and the gene 
annotations from phytozome.net.  
 
Fosmid Screening 
A total of 84 screening primers were designed, from which twelve sets were determined 
to work based on test PCRs on the positive control PI 468916 DNA. The results of these PCR 
assays are shown in table 2.  The fosmid screening results are shown in table 3.  Eleven fosmids 
were isolated using primer pairs and these fosmids are shown in table 4. 
 
End sequences (obtained by Sanger capillary sequencing) from vector-specific primers of 
the isolated fosmids were aligned to the reference sequence in Williams 82 using BLAST on 
phytozome.net.  This alignment result allowed us to determine if the isolated fosmid was truly 
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from the interval on chromosome 18 or if it is instead from a different location, usually the 
homeologous chromosome region on chromosome 9. This result is also shown in table 4 as well 
as whether the fosmids were duplicates of a previously isolated clone.    
 
 
De novo Whole Genome Sequence Assembly 
The 182,255,790 raw paired-end reads were assembled into 3,972,392 scaffolds with an 
N50 of 19,821 base pairs.  Of these scaffolds, 504 of them aligned to the reference interval 
sequence when BLAST was used.  From the 504 that aligned, only 14 were able to be aligned 
across their length directly to the reference without any additional sequence information from 
fosmids. 
 
Fosmid Sequence Analysis 
The sequence of two of the isolated fosmids, 2.1.1.12 and 9.33.20.18, was further 
explored.  Fosmid 2.1.1.12 was isolated and sequenced on the MiSeq instrument at the Keck 
Biotechnology Center.  Upon assembly with ABySS, the scaffolds were aligned to the reference 
and analyzed for potential differences which could indicate the presence of resistance 
gene.  Sanger sequencing was used to finish any gaps towards completion of fosmid 
2.1.1.12.  Fosmid 9.33.20.18 was sequenced by primer walking from either end as well as from 
the screening primers, using Sanger capillary sequencing.  More scaffolds from the whole 
genome assembly were aligned to the region with the aid of fosmid and Sanger sequence data.  
Figure 1 shows a ‘before and after’ schematic of how fosmid 2.1.1.12 was fully sequenced.  The 
addition of Sanger data allowed more scaffolds from the sequencing project to be located.  These 
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additional WGS scaffolds facilitated a better alignment of the MiSeq fosmid scaffolds showing 
that the sequence in PI 468916 has a small repetitive region that is not found in Williams 82.  
Because of the repetitive nature of this small region it was difficult to assemble the fosmid 
sequence and align them to the Williams 82 sequence without the addition of the WGS scaffold. 
 
Both fosmids 2.1.1.12 and 9.33.20.18 showed many SNPs as well as some larger 
insertions and deletions in PI 468916 relative to the reference.  The changes in fosmid 9.33.20.18 
are fully documented along with their positions on chromosome 18 in Appendix B.  These were 
then converted into a .gff file and loaded as a custom track into phytozome.net.  These changes 
are visualized in figure 2. In the case of fosmid 2.1.1.12, all differences between PI468916 and 
the Williams 82 reference are also shown in Appendix B and visually represented through 
uploading a .gff file to a custom track on phytozome.net in figure 3; including single nucleotide 
changes.  It is difficult to visualize all of the differences between PI 468916 and Williams 82 in 
the interval between the two flanking markers because of the unusually high number of single 
nucleotide changes.  Figures 4 and 5 show only insertion and deletion changes that are four 
nucleotides and greater in the same “custom track on phytozome.net” format as figures 2 and 3.    
Figure 6 shows the relative positions of all three different isolated fosmid clones and all scaffolds 
from the de novo assembly that were over 1000 base pairs in length across the entire interval.   
 
The sequence differences between Williams 82 and PI 468916 are currently being 
analyzed for their potential to be the source of SCN resistance.  By comparing the PI 468916 
sequences directly to the corresponding published sequences of Williams 82 we will be able to 
determine if the changes alter the protein sequences of the genes in the region.  We will also 
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examine the exon splice sites to verify if any have been altered, causing an alternative splicing 
which could change the protein.  Gene prediction software is also being used to look for any 
potentially interesting new candidate genes that may have arisen due to changes between PI 
468916 and Williams 82.  
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Chapter IV  Tables and Figures 
 
Table 1.  The interval between the two flanking markers based on Williams 82 contains fifteen 
genes.  The Pfam, KOG and GO term annotations from phytozome.net are shown below for the 
ten genes that have annotations, as well as “no functional annotation” for the five that do not. 
 
locus name Pfam KOG GO 
Glyma18g47970 
Lecithin:cholesterol 
acyltransferase 
Lecithin:cholesterol 
acyltransferase (LCAT)/Acyl-
ceramide synthase 
intracellular protein 
transport 
   
phosphatidylcholine-sterol 
O-acyltransferase activity 
Glyma18g47980 AP2 domain  
transcription factor 
activity 
   
regulation of transcription, 
DNA-dependent 
Glyma18g47990 
Calcineurin-like 
phosphoesterase  hydrolase activity 
Glyma18g48000 
Chromatin assembly 
factor 1 subunit A Chromatin assembly factor-I  
Glyma18g48010  p-Nitrophenyl phosphatase  
Glyma18g48020 
N terminus of Rad21 / 
Rec8 like protein  nuclear chromosome 
Glyma18g48030 
No functional 
annotations   
Glyma18g48050 LETM1-like protein 
Ca2+-binding 
transmembrane protein 
LETM1/MRS7  
Glyma18g48055 
No functional 
annotations   
Glyma18g48060 
No functional 
annotations   
Glyma18g48070 
No functional 
annotations   
Glyma18g48080 KH domain  RNA binding 
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Table 1. (cont.) 
Glyma18g48090 
No functional 
annotations   
Glyma18g48100 
Triose-phosphate 
Transporter family 
Glucose-6-phosphate/phosphate and 
phosphoenolpyruvate/phosphate 
antiporter 
transmembrane 
transport 
Glyma18g48110 
Phosphopantetheine 
attachment site 
Acyl carrier protein/NADH-ubiquinone 
oxidoreductase, NDUFAB1/SDAP 
subunit cofactor binding 
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Table 2.  Eighty-four Screening primers were designed to the Williams 82 reference sequence 
within the interval.  The E values for both chromosome 18 and chromosome 9 are shown.  
Cutoffs for E values were determined by the relative importance of the region where the primers 
were being designed. 
 
ID Sequence Gm18 E values Gm9 E values 
1F CCGTTGCAGCCAAACTAATGCTCA 1.00E-04  
1R AGGTCACAGATcGCGTCATTTCCT 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 
4F TGCACTTACGATCGTGCTGGTGTA 1.00E-04  
4R AGTCCGAAATCCGCGATCTTGAGT 1.00E-04  
5F TGGTCCTAACGCTGCAGTAACAGT 1.00E-04 0.2 
5R AGATAGCAAGCATCCCAGTGAGCA 1.00E-04 2.5 
7F GCAAGCTGCAGTCGTGAACAAGAA 1.00E-04 8.6 
7R TCTGCTATGAAGCCTCCATTGGCT 1.00E-04 2.5 
8F GCAAAGAAGAAGGGCGTGTAAGCA 1.00E-04 8.6 
8R TGGGCTTGGAATTGACAATGGAGC 1.00E-04 8.6 
9F AATTGCATCTTTCGCTTGTCCGGC 1.00E-04  
9R TGCAAATAACAGGGCTCCAAAGGC 1.00E-04 2.5 
10F AGGGTGGCCATAAGTCCCTGAAAT 1.00E-04  
10R TGTCTCGATAATGGCACGAACCCA 1.00E-04  
11F TGGTGCTACATGAGGGACATGGTT 1.00E-04  
11R TCTCTGCCTTTGAATTTGCCAGCG 1.00E-04 8.6 
12F ATGGACATAAGGGAAACCGGCTCA 1.00E-04 0.058 
12R TATCGAAGACGCGCATTTCCTCCT 1.00E-04 0.2 
16F TGGTGGTAGTGCTCAACAGGTGAT 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 
16R TAGGAGGCCCTTGCCTTTCTTTCA 1.00E-04 8.6 
17F TGAAAGAAAGGCAAGGGCCTCCTA 1.00E-04 8.6 
17R ACTGTTGGGTGCCAGTCTGTTGTA 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 
18F TGGTGGTAAGGGTGAACAGAAGCA 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 
18R GAGGCCCTTGCCTTTCTTTCACAA 1.00E-04 8.60E+00 
19F TGGTGGTAAGGGTGAACAGAAGCA 1.00E-04 1.00E-04 
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Table 2. (cont.) 
19R ATTGCTTACGCTGACTGTTGGGTG 1.00E-04 0.058 
20F CTCTTCCGGTTTAGGTTCGTGTTC 1.00E-04 5.80E-02 
20R TGGACAGATTGAGTCTTTACTCCC 1.00E-04 8.6 
21R CGACTCTAGAGGATCCCACTTTGA 8.6 8.6 
22F TACATCAGCATCAGCGTTTGGCAC 1.00E-04 2.5 
22R TTTCGTCTTCCACTCACCCACACA 1.00E-04 0.2 
23F AATCACCTCCCAACACCAGAGACA 1.00E-04 0.005 
23R ACACCACATCGGAGCAATTAGGGT 1.00E-04 0.2 
24F TGGCTTCTTGGTAGTAGCGGAACA 1.00E-04 0.005 
24R TGTTCCGCTACTACCAAGAAGCCA 1.00E-04 0.005 
25F ATGGTCTTGGCGCGATTCGATTTC 1.00E-04 0.017 
25R TTGATGCAGCGTTTGGGTCCTTTG 1.00E-04 2.5 
30F TCCTTTGGGCTCCTCTACTAT 0.005 8.6 
30R GACGGCTGAAAGAGCAATTTAC 0.001 0.017 
31F GCCGGTATGTATTGGGTTGT 0.017 0.71 
31R CCTGCTTCTGCTTCTCTTACTC 0.001 0.058 
32F TCGCATGGCACTGTGTAATA 0.017 8.6 
32R CTCTGAGGTATGCATGGGTAAA 0.058 0.71 
33F CAGGGCGCTTAAAGTCTAACA 0.005 8.6 
33R GGAAATGTCCTCTGAGGTATGC 0.058 0.71 
34F GGAGTAAGAGAAGCAGAAGCAG 0.001 0.058 
34R GTTTGAGCCACAACACAAGAAT 0.001 8.6 
35F AGACTAGCACCAAAGCCATC 0.017 2.5 
35R GGCCTGGTATGCCTGATATAAA 0.001 0.71 
36F TGCTTCCACTGTCTTTCATCTT 0.001 0.058 
36R AAGGCTCTAGCGTACTGATTTG 0.001 2.5 
37F TGCTTACCTCCGGTTTCTTT 0.017 0.71 
37R GTGGTTATTGGAGCACTGTTATG 4.00E-04 4.00E-04 
38F CTGAATAGGGACGTTGGGATTT 0.001 0.71 
38R GGGAAAGAAGGTACAGAAGGTG 0.001 0.058 
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Table 2 (cont.) 
39F AGAAGCTGGACATGCTGAATAG 0.058 0.71 
39R GGATATGGGCACATAAGAGGATAAG 3.00E-05 3.00E-05 
40F GTAACACAAGCTCTCCCATGTA 0.001 8.6 
40R GGTGAGCAGGAAGCTAAGAAT 0.005 2.5 
41F CCCACTTGAACTGAAATGAATGTT 1.00E-04 2.5 
41R TGAATATGAGAATCTTAGTTCAACCATCT 3.00E-07 11 
42F GTACCTCAGTAGGTTGCACTTC 0.001 0.001 
42R ATGGGTGAGTTGTGCCTTT 0.058  
43F GCGACGAATGTCTTCCGTATT 0.005 0.005 
43R GTCACTCCTTGTTTGTCCTATGT 4.00E-04 0.71 
44F TTATCCATGAGAGCCAGTGATG 0.001 2.5 
44R GCAGTCCAACTCCAAGAAGA 0.017 0.2 
45F CACTAGTACGTGGTGCAGAAG 0.005 0.005 
45R CTGAGTCTGTTCCCGATGATG 0.005 0.2 
46F CATCCATATGCACCTTCCTCTT 0.001 0.001 
46R AATCTTACACGGGAGCTCAATC 0.001 0.71 
47F CTCAGCAGTTCTCTTGGATTGA 0.001 0.001 
47R AGAGACTATGGAGCCTTCTGTA 0.001 8.6 
48F CGCCATGCAAGACCATCATA 0.017 0.017 
48R GGAGCTCAATCCAAGAGAACTG 0.001 0.001 
49F CTACCAACTGAACCAACAACAAA 4.00E-04 0.017 
49R ATGGCATCTACTCCTGACAATC 0.001 0.001 
50F GGCACTTCAGAATGGCTAATT 0.005 8.6 
50R AACTCTGGAAATGCGGTGTAT 0.005  
51F CCAGAGTTGTCCAAGGCTAAA 0.005  
51R CTCCAATAAGTTGTAAGCTGTTGTATC 3.00E-06 8.6 
52F ATTGGGAAATCACTTGGCATTAC 4.00E-04 8.6 
52R TGAGCAGTTTGCTAGTGTTAGA 0.001 8.6 
53F AAGCTCCAATCCAGAAGTAGAAA 4.00E-04 8.6 
53R AATTCAAACGTGGAAGCATGG 0.005 2.5 
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Table 3. Full screening of all the fosmid pools and the primers used to screen them.   
 
primary 
pools 
primer sets 
used 
secondary pools 
screened secondary pools positives 
tertiary pools 
screened fosmid ID 
1 7 7    
2 12 2.1-15 2.1 2.1.1-15 2.1.1.12 
2 17 2.1-15    
2 19 2.1-33    
3      
4      
5      
6      
7      
8 17 8.1-15    
9 40 9.1-40 9.33 9.33.20 9.33.20.18 
9 19 9.1-30 9.25 9.25.5 9.25.5.14 
9 36 9.1-40 9.11,32,33 9.32.1 9.32.1.5 
9 36 9.1-40 9.11,32,33 9.11.2 9.11.2.65 
9 41/36 9.1-33 9.20,21,22,23,24,25,26,30,32 9.23  
10      
11 36 11.1-30 11.26 11.26.8 11.26.8.18 
11 32 11.1-20 11.9 11.9.25 11.9.25.10,19 
12      
13      
14 7 14.1-10    
15      
16      
17      
18      
19 32 19.1-10 19.1 19.10.7 19.10.7.44 
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Table 3. (cont.) 
20 17 20.1-21 20.22,28 20.22.1,6  
20 19 20.1-31    
21 7 21.1-28    
22      
23 22/23,20,22 23.1-10 23.6.1-10 23.6.10  
23 17 23.1-10 23.13   
23 22 23.1-10 23.1,3,4   
23 32 23.1-16 23.1,5 23.1.7 23.1.7.22 
24      
25 7 *25.1-15 25.10,11,12,15   
26 43 26.1-15 26.2,4 26.2.6 26.2.6.2.28 
26 22/23     
26 41/36 26.1-9    
27 22/23 27.1-15 27.18   
28      
29 12 29.1-30    
30 7 30.1-15 30.12,13,14,15 30.15.1,14 30.15.14.52 
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Table 4.    All eleven of the isolated fosmids as well as the primer sets used to isolate these 
fosmids are shown below.  Of the eleven isolated fosmids only six were from chromosome 18 
and only three of those were unique. 
 
fosmid ID primer set used chromosome duplicate number 
2.1.1.12 12 18 1 
9.33.20.18 40 18 3 
9.25.5.14 19 9  
9.32.1.5 36 18 3 
9.11.2.65 36 18 3 
11.26.8.18 36 9  
11.9.25.10,19 32 Undetermined 
19.10.7.44 32 9  
23.1.7.22 32 18 3 
26.2.6.2.28 43 9  
30.15.14.52 7 18 2 
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Figure 1.  A ‘before and after’ schematic of the finished sequence of fosmid 2.1.1.12.  (A) The 
purple bars show the scaffolds from the MiSeq assembly.  When aligned to Williams 82 the 
fosmid is approximately 28.3 kb in length.  Note that scaffold 114 and 115, labeled below, are 
overlapping in the top of the figure.  The small gap indicates a region where there was no fosmid 
sequence.  (B) At the bottom of the figure the red bars indicating Sanger sequence data that was 
also aligned.  With the addition of this Sanger data a WGS scaffold was located, represented by 
the long green bar.  This additional WGS scaffold allowed the fosmid scaffolds to be more 
accurately aligned.  Note again scaffold 114 and 115, which are now, with the inclusion of the 
green WGS scaffold, not overlapping.  The fosmid length after resolution with the WGS scaffold 
comes to 30.7 kb instead of the original 28.3 kb, revealing a short, repetitive sequence in PI 
468916 which is not found in Williams 82. 
 
A. 
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Figure 1. (cont.) 
B. 
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Figure 2.  The differences between PI 468916 and Williams 82 are shown below.  The sequence 
for PI 468916 is from sequenced fosmid 9.33.20.18 as well as a scaffold which is directly 5’ and 
overlapping with fosmid 9.33.20.18.  All insertions, deletions and single nucleotide differences 
between the two sequences are shown in the orange bars below.  Fosmid 9.33.20.18 is at position 
57,528,166 to 57,572,435 and this is shown on the scale at the top of the figure.  The putative 
genes in this region from phytozome.net, (both introns and exons), are shown at the bottom of 
the figure. 
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Figure 3.  The differences between PI 468916 and Williams 82 are shown below.  The sequence 
for PI 468916 is from sequenced fosmid 2.1.1.12.  All insertions, deletions and single nucleotide 
differences between the two sequences are shown in the blue bars below.  Fosmid 2.1.1.12 is at 
position 57,571,780 to 57,600,088 on chromosome 18 and this is shown on the scale at the top of 
the figure.  The putative genes in this region from phytozome.net, both introns and exons, are 
shown at the bottom of the figure. 
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Figure 4.    Sequence changes that are four nucleotides and greater between PI 468916 and 
Williams 82 on fosmid 9.33.20.18.  This set of changes is centered around putative gene 
Glyma18g48010 from phytozome.net which is shown at the bottom of the figure.  The scale for 
the location on chromosome 18 is shown at the top of the figure.  This figure shows that there are 
several insertions and deletions that are substantial in size and could potentially effect gene 
expression.  
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Figure 5. Sequence changes that are four nucleotides and greater between PI 468916 and 
Williams 82 on fosmid 9.33.20.18.  This set of changes is centered around putative gene 
Glyma18g48030 from phytozome.net which is shown at the bottom of the figure.  The scale for 
the location on chromosome 18 is shown at the top of the figure.  This figure shows that there are 
several insertions and deletions that are substantial in size and could potentially effect gene 
expression.  
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Chapter V  Discussion 
 
In this work, whole-genome sequencing has been used alongside the sequencing of 
isolated fosmids from a genetic interval to knit together a consensus sequence across most of the 
region.  From this consensus we were able to identify insertions, deletions, and differences in PI 
468916 relative to the reference sequence.  
 
There are seventeen annotated genes on the reference sequence in the interval between 
the flanking markers, each of which were considered as potential candidate genes conferring the 
mechanism that confers resistance to SCN.  Of these seventeen genes within the interval, ten 
genes have either Pfam, KOG or GO term annotations which give insight into their functions. 
Below we have examined each of these annotated functions for their potential to be the source of 
SCN resistance in PI 468916.     
 
Nematode effector proteins that are secreted into the plant cause the soybean root to form 
specialized feeding cells.  A change in Glyma18g47970, which codes for an intracellular protein 
transporter, could potentially interrupt the formation of these syncytia.  If the feeding cells were 
unable to fully or correctly form the nematodes would be unable to infect the plant.  All of the 11 
exons in Glyma18g47970 have EST data which helps to conclude that it is in fact an expressed 
mRNA and likely not a pseudogene.  One of the possible genes in the interval for rhg1-b, 
another SCN resistance QTL which was fine mapped from PI 88788, was identified as an amino 
acid transporter (Diers et al., 2010).  The presence of a putative transport protein in both the fine-
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mapped resistance intervals of PI 88788 and PI 468916 suggests that this could be a potential 
source of the SCN resistance. 
 
Glyma18g47980 is annotated as having transcription factor activity, specifically an AP2 
domain.  GLyma18g47980 has EST data for exons 6-9 of its 9 total exons.  This EST data 
supports the conclusion that it is in fact an expressed gene and not a pseudogene.  The AP2 
domain in transcription factors has been associated with pathogenesis related (PR) genes.  In 
tomato a transcription factor with an AP2 domain, Pto-interacting (Pti), is associated with Pto, a 
receptor kinase that induces defense genes for Pseudomonas syringae pv tomato (Martin et al., 
2000).  Perhaps a similar interaction between this transcription factor with an AP2 domain 
Glyma18g47980 and PR genes in could account for the resistance shown in PI 468916.  
 
Glyma18g47990 has a pfam annotation of Calcineurin-like phosphoesterase and a GO 
term of hydrolase activity.  This gene has EST data which covers all of its 4 exons. Calcineurin-
like phosphoesterases are involved in many different signaling pathways.  A change in 
Glyma18g47990 could potentially affect a number of differences in its downstream signalling 
pathway including disease resistance.  This gene, as well as the other signaling-related gene in 
the interval, Glyma18g48050, are both good potential candidates for sources of resistance 
because of their possibility to affect many numbers of other proteins.  
 
Glyma18g48000 has been annotated as chromatin assembly factor-1.  Glyma18g48000 
also has EST data verifying all or part of exons 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 which cause us 
to be more confident in the possibility that Glyma18g48000 is a real gene, and could potentially 
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be the cause of resistance in PI 468916.  The annotation, Chromatin Assembly Factor-1 (Caf-1) 
has been shown to be involved in euchromatin expression and heterochromatin silencing. 
Mutations in Caf-1 have been shown to cause either up regulation or down regulation of gene 
expression in Arabidopsis microarrays for a small number of genes (Schönrock 2006).  A 
mutation in Caf-1 on PI 468916 could potentially cause this up- or down-regulation in a gene 
that would be responsible for causing resistance to SCN. 
 
Glyma18g48010 is annotated as being a gene for n-nitrophenyl phosphatase or 4-
nitrophenylphosphatase.  Because of the common action of phosphatases in various signaling 
pathways, Glyma18g4810 could potentially be involved with signaling a gene that impacting 
resistance to SCN for Glycine soja PI 468916.  On phytozome.com, this gene has EST data 
available for all 10 exons, supporting that it is expressed as an mRNA and not a pseudogene and 
therefore a potential candidate. 
 
Glyma18g48020 has a pfam annotation of N terminus Rad21/Rec8.  This pfam 
designation is a family of proteins that is involved in sister chromatid cohesion during mitosis 
and meiosis which is necessary for proper homologous recombination.  Phytozome.com shows 
EST data from exons 1-6 and 10-14 of the 14 exons, providing evidence verifying that 
GLyma18g48020 is in fact a true gene.  A mutation in Glyma18g48020 could potentially disrupt 
cell division; however syncytium formation is caused through cell wall disruptions not cell 
division, it is unlikely the GLyma18g48020 is involved in resistance to SCN in PI 468916. 
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Glyma18g48050 has a KOG annotation of Ca2+-binding transmembrane protein 
LETM1/MRS7.     This calcium binding protein, like the calcineurin-like phosphoesterase could 
be involved in any number of signaling steps which could lead to resistance in PI 468916.  This 
signaling could be involved in detection of SCN or turning on other defenses.   All 13 of the 
exons from Glyma18g48050 are represented in part by EST data verifying that it is not a 
pseudogene. 
 
Glyma18g48080 is annotated as having a KH domain and being RNA binding.  Proteins 
which have the highly conserved KH domain bind RNA and contribute to a variety of 
transcriptional and translational levels of control, as well as other cellular processes (Regan 
2008).   All eight of the exons in Glyma18g48080 have EST data which again proves that it is a 
real gene.  Because of the ubiquity of the KH RNA binding domain and it varied uses in 
transcriptional regulation Glyma18g48080 is a likely candidate for the source of SCN resistance 
in PI 468916, where a change in the protein could affect regulation of defense genes. 
 
Glyma18g48100 is annotated with a Pfam term of Triose-phosphate Transporter family, a 
KOG of glucose-6-phosphate/phosphate and phosphoenolpyruvate/phosphate antiporter, and a 
GO term of transmembrane transport.  This protein functions to transport sugars across 
membranes. A change in the structure of this protein could cause it to be able to transport 
molecules that potentially could be related to resistance. However this gene does not have any 
EST data; the lack of evidence for expression may reduce the likelihood that it is responsible for 
SCN resistance in PI 468916. 
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Glyma18g48110 has a pfam annotation of “Phosphopantetheine attachment site”, a KOG 
annotation of “Acyl carrier protein/NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase”, “NDUFAB1/SDAP 
subunit” and a GO term of “cofactor” binding.  The phosphopantetheine attachment site is at the 
swinging arm of Acyl carrier proteins which work in fatty acid synthesis.  Glyma18g48110 has 
EST data for both of its two exons, increasing the confidence that this is a true gene.  A change 
in fatty acid synthesis from this gene could affect SCN resistance through the plant cell 
membrane formation.  A change here could affect the SCN feeding site formation and therefore 
Glyma18g48110 is a potential candidate for the source of SCN resistance. 
  
Of the seventeen genes that are in the interval on the reference sequence there are ten of 
them that have no functional annotations for either Pfam, KOG, or GO terms.  These genes also 
were analyzed for their potential to be the source of SCN resistance in PI 468916. 
 
Glyma18g48030 has no functional annotations for either Pfam, KOG or GO terms.  It 
does, however, have EST data for the third of its three exons.  Glyma18g48030 also has 2 Pfam-
B annotations; 17495 and 16582.  These two Pfam-B annotations are found across many 
different plant species, however not much else is known about their function or structure.  This 
Pfam-B data combined with the EST data show that Glyma18g48030 is probably a conserved 
protein-coding gene.  Because this is probably a real gene it has the potential to be the source of 
SCN resistance in PI 468916, however because of the lack of functional annotations it is difficult 
to predict how strong this likelihood is. 
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Glyma18g48055 has no functional annotation for Pfam, KOG or GO terms.  It has ESTs 
available on phytozome.com; however it does not have any Pfam-B annotations.  Because of the 
lack of reliable information on this gene, it is difficult to predict whether Glyma18g48055 is a 
likely candidate responsible for the SCN resistance. 
 
Glyma18g48060 has no functional annotations for Pfam, KOG or GO terms.  The gene 
does however have EST data for all of its 3 exons.  The Pfam-B data for Glyma18g48060 also 
shows no annotations.  The EST data points to the possibility that Glyma18g48060 might be a 
real gene and possibly the source of the SCN resistance in PI 468916 and a candidate worth 
looking into further, however without the functional annotation it is difficult to predict this 
possibility. 
 
Glyma18g48070 also has no functional annotations for its Pfam, KOG or GO terms; 
however it does have EST data for all 4 exons.   There are no Pfam-B annotations for this 
gene.  The EST data allow that it is ostensibly a real gene and should be further considered for 
the source of resistance to SCN in PI 468916, however without further annotative information it 
becomes difficult to explore this gene further 
 
Glyma18g48090 lacks both functional annotations for Pfam, KOG and GO terms as well 
as any further data from Pfam-B.  It does, however, have ESTs for it’s one exon.  As with many 
of the other genes in this interval without functional annotations, Glyma18g48090 should 
continue to be considered as a candidate gene in the search for the source of SCN resistance in PI 
468916; however it is difficult to ascertain the extent to which it is possible. 
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The differences in the sequences of PI 468916 and Williams 82 are currently being 
analyzed for their potential to be the source of SCN resistance.  The differences in the sequences 
that are represented in the whole genome scaffolds are under the process of being documented in 
gff files so that these differences can also be visualized in Sequencher alongside the other 
previously documented sequence differences.  Once all of these differences have been 
documented we will be able to examine exons and splice sites to ascertain if any of the genes in 
the region have changes that could effect the protein, as well as if any new genes that may be 
candidates are located in insertions in PI 468916 relative to Williams 82. 
 
Furthermore, additional fosmids will need to be isolated which cover the 3’ section of the 
interval where we currently have no sequence data.  These additional fosmids, as well as fosmid 
33.15.14.52, will also be sequenced and the differences recorded and analyzed as with the 
previous fosmids and scaffolds.  Long PCR using LAtaq may be utilized, knitting across several 
smaller gaps in the interval to bring it’s sequence to completion.  
 
To finish the sequence of the region we will also need to complete some subcloning in 
the repetitive regions of both fosmids 9.33.20.18 and 2.1.1.12.  This will be done by digesting 
the fosmids with restriction enzymes that flank the unknown sequences and the cloning and 
subsequent sequencing of these regions.  These small unknown regions in the assembly are 
probably too small to be the source of SCN resistance; however this subcloning is necessary to 
bring the sequence of the interval to completion. 
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Of the genes located in the region we currently favor either Glyma18g48030 or 
Glyma18g48010 as the potential source of SCN resistance.  These genes appear to be the most 
likely at this time due to the highest number of documented changes between PI 468916 and 
Williams 82.  However, once the entire sequence between PI 468916 and Williams 82 is 
confirmed and all the changes documented we will have a clearer picture of which genes in the 
region have a greater relative likelihood to be the source of SCN resistance in line PI 468916. 
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Chapter VI Conclusion 
 
 In this work we integrated next generation sequencing with positional fosmid cloning to 
attempt to determine the source of SCN resistance in PI 468916 in a 147 kb interval between two 
flanking markers.  We isolated three fosmids in the region and sequenced two of them almost 
fully.  We assembled next generation Illumina reads from PI 468916 and used the ensuing 
scaffolds to knit across the region.  To continue this research further we will need to fully 
document all the changes between PI 468916 and the Williams 82 reference sequence, as well as 
isolate more fosmids to complete our sequence knowledge of the region.  Once these changes 
have been fully documented, we can explore the genes in the interval.  We will need to discover 
if the changes between PI 468916 and Williams 82 take place in the exons or splice sites of the 
gene.  Changes that take place in either the exons or splice sites have a higher probability of 
changing the gene product.   Analysis of polymorphisms in coding regions can also be applied, to 
determine whether or not the changes are synonymous or nonsynonymous and whether or not 
nonsynonymous changes are likely to be damaging. RNAseq data will be helpful in determining 
whether genes are differentially expressed or spliced between the resistant and susceptible lines. 
The genes that have been found to be more highly altered can be targeted using transgenic 
overexpression or knock-down to further ascertain if they are indeed providing enhanced SCN 
resistance in PI 468916. 
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Appendix A   
 
Other Protocols and Primers 
DNA Extraction Protocol 
1.     Grind young tissues in liquid nitrogen.  
2.     Add CTAB extraction buffer. (25 ml for 2.5 g, roughly 5 ml tissue powder). 
3.     Mix well and incubate at 65°C for 1hour. 
4.     Cool to room temperature. 
5.     Add an equal volume of phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) pH6.7. 
6.     Mix and spin at 7000-8000 g at 10°C for 10 minutes. 
7.     Transfer the aqueous (top) phase to a new tube being careful to not disturb the protein 
interphase or organic layer. 
8.     [optional] Repeat steps 5-7 if there is a lot of protein in the middle in step 7. 
9.     Add an equal volume of chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:1) to the aqueous phase 
10.     Mix and spin at 7000-8000g at 10°C for 10 minutes. 
11.     Transfer the aqueous (top) phase to a new tube. 
12.     [optional]Repeat steps 9-11. 
13.  Add 0.7 volumes of isopropanol to the aqueous phase. Mix gently. White threads of DNA 
may be visible at this step. 
14.  Spin at 7500g at 20°C for 10 minutes. (Orient your tube so you know where the pellet should 
be). 
15.  Discard the supernatant being careful not to disturb the pellet. 
16.  Add 70% Ethanol to the pellet. Invert a few times to wash the pellet (do not vortex). 
17.  Spin at 7500g at 20C for 10 minutes. 
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18.  Discard the supernatant being careful not to disturb the pellet. 
19.  Air dry the pellet being careful not to let the pellet over dry, as this makes the DNA very 
resilient to going back into solution. 
20.  Resuspend the DNA in 200 to 300 µl of 1X TE (or 10 mM Tris pH 8.0 or biotechnology 
grade water).  
21. Spec Measure the DNA concentration using the spectrophometer at a 1/100 or 5/100 dilution 
and perform gel electrophoresis on about 200 ng of DNA on a 0.7 % agarose gel to check the 
DNA quality. 
22.  If needed treat the DNA with RNase and proteaseK and re-extract with phenol chloroform. 
   
CTAB extraction buffer 
2% CTAB 
100 mM Tris pH9.5 
1.4 M NaCl 
1% PEG 6000 
20 mM EDTA 
2% PVP 
Add 50µl beta-mercaptoethanol to 20 mls CTAB buffer before using. 
  
PCR Reaction Conditions 
1 µl   Template DNA (50 uM) or scrape from glycerol stock 
1.6 µl   dNTPs 
2  µl  10x buffer 
1 µl   5 µM forward primer (IDT) 
1 µl   5 µM reverse primer (IDT) 
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0.1 µl   ExTaq (Takara) 
X  Biotechnology grade water to volume  
20 µl  total volume 
 
PCR Temperature Program 
Initial Denaturing: 
94°C  4 minutes 
Main Cycling, 35 cycles: 
94°C  30 seconds 
X°C*  30 seconds  
72°C  1 minute 30 seconds 
Final Extension: 
72°C   7 minutes 
*annealing temperature is set to approximately 2 degrees below the melting point of the primers 
being used 
 
Sequencing PCR reaction 
  
5 µl   Isolated fosmid DNA (Qiagen midi-prep kit) 
2.5 µl   Big Dye diluent buffer  
0.8 µl  5 uM Sequencing primer (IDT) 
1 µl   Big Dye Terminator v3.1 
X  Biotechnology grade water to volume 
12.5 µl  total volume 
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Sequencing PCR Temperature Program 
 
Initial Denaturing: 
95°C  1 minute 
Main Cycling, 34 Cycles: 
95°C   15 seconds 
45°C  5 seconds 
60°C  4 minutes 
 
Walking 
primes 9.30.22.18 
18W1 CGATCAGAGACCAACACAAGCG 
18W2 CGGTAGTAGTTACAACTAACCCCC 
18W3 GAACGTGAAGAGTTTTTGAGGCTTG 
18W4 TGCAATGGGCTGGGCTTATCC 
18W5 GATAATCCAACATCTTAATTTG 
18W6 GTTACTGCAAGTTCACAACATA 
18W7 CTGATTTGACTATTCTGCG 
18W8 GTCATGAGAGGACATTAAAGG 
18W9 TCTGATGTATATGCATTATC 
18W10 CGGCTAATGCACGGCTGAG 
18W11 CTATAGCTTTGTACCGAGAG 
18W12 GGTTCTAGTCGAGTTCCAC 
18W13 GGATCTTGATCTTGATAACA 
18W14 CATACTCGCCATGCAAGACC 
18W15 GGTACCTCAGTAGGTTGC 
18W16 GTGCAACCTACTGAGGTACC 
18W17 CACAGACAGATGGTTTCAAATG 
18W18 TTTGAAACCATCTGTCTGTG 
18W19 AGATGTATGTACTTCCTGCC 
18W20 AATCACAAACTGATGCATC 
18W21 GAAGGAGCTTGAGCTTGCTGG 
18W22 CCAGCAAGCTCAAGCTCC 
18W23 CTTGGCCTGAATGTCAGCG 
18W24 GTTCTAGTCGAGTTCCAC 
18W25 GTGCACAAGGTCCAATTCA 
18W26 AGTTACAACTATTGCCAGTC 
18W27 GGAACTCAGATGGATCAGG 
18W28 AGATGCAGGTCTCGCTAGG 
18W29 CACCATGATGTTGTGTTGAC 
18W30 CCCGTGTAAGATTCAATCAA 
18W31 GAGAATTAGGTTGAGGCTGA 
18W32 TTCTTCCGTTAATAAACCAATATACC 
18W33 CAACTTTACCGCTGCACCAGG 
18W34 CAACTGCTGTGGAACGAAAAGC 
18W35 CATGCAAGTATAGGATAGTCCTCGC 
18W36 GCTGACACCTGGGTCCCTTTT 
18W37 CGGATTGGAAAGCTCAATGGTAGT 
18W38 GTAATTACAATGACCATTTAAAGAAG 
18W39 GTATAAATAAGTGTTGGTGCTTTA 
18W40 CGTGGATTTAGCCACTAATTGATTAT 
18W41 TCATGGTCACAAAATGGCATTAATAA 
18W42 GAGAGTGTTCTTTCTAGCCAGTCACC 
18W43 TTGTTTATCCAAATGCACCCATGCTC 
18W44 ACATTCTCAGTATCCTTACATATTT 
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18W45 AAGTGTAGATAGCTATATGAGTTGA 
18W46 TATGTATATATCATTTTCAATAATGAC 
18W47 CTCGCCATGCAAGACCATCATATC 
18W48 CTTGATCTTGATAACATTGTCTGTTAC 
18W49 TGTTTTCACAATTTCCTCTTCAAATCT 
18W50 GAATTTAACTTTTGTCACCATTTGTTC 
Finishing 
Primers 2.1.1.12 
FF6 CCTCTGGTGAAGCTTCCTTT 
FF7 GGTTCTCAATTATACTAGGGATATGGA 
FF8 CTGGAGAAGTTACCGGAAGAAC 
FF9 GAATTATAACCACCGTGATTTACGC 
FF10 GTGGTTCAGATTTACTTAGAT 
FF11 GTCTACATAGTTGCAGACGG 
FF12 CTACTCAGATACAAAAACACG 
FF13 GACTTTGATGAGAGAGTGGG 
FF14 CCGGAAGCTTTCCGGAAGA 
FF15 CGGAAGAAGGTTCTTCCGG 
FF16 
GTTTGGTGTCTACATAGTTGCAGACGG
A 
FF17 
AATTGTTAGACTGTTAGTTTTTTCTATAT
GGTGTA 
FF18 
ACATGCTAGGTGCACTGGTGCACCCAG
CAA 
Walking 
primes 30.15.14.52 
25W1 CATGAATAGGTGGAAAAACTAGGGAAA 
25W2 AAGGAAGGGGTCAAGATCCAGTTC 
25W4 GGGGCTCCTGTTCATGTGTAATTC 
25W3  GAAAGGGGTCCATGCTAATCAAAT 
25W5 
TGACCACTTTTAGTATCCAACACTGTCT
CA 
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Appendix B 
 
All changes in fosmid 9.33.20.18 and assembled scaffold with start positions on chromosome 18 
and description. 
!
start!position! end!position! description!
57520358! 57520358! G>C!
57520436! 57520437! TA>AC!
57520504! 57520504! C>T!
57520535! 57520535! T>G!
57520773! 57520773! G>A!
57520864! 57520864! C>G!
57521128! 57521128! C>T!
57521132! 57521132! G>T!
57521166! 57521168! insertion!in!
soja!
57521540! 57521540! insertion!in!
soja!
57521683! 57521683! insertion!in!
soja!
57521703! 57521703! A>C!
57521746! 57521746! G>A!
57521786! 57521786! A>C!
57522005! 57522005! G>T!
57522018! 57522019! deletion!in!
soja!
57522818! 57522818! T>C!
57524295! 57524295! C>G!
57524321! 57524321! insertion!in!
soja!
57524951! 57524951! T>A!
57524957! 57524957! C>A!
57524998! 57524998! G>A!
57525012! 57525012! G>A!
57525033! 57525035! ATC>TGT!
57525092! 57525092! T>G!
57525132! 57525132! T>A!
57525150! 57525150! G>C!
57525245! 57525245! C>G!
57526100! 57526100! G>A!
57526511! 57526511! T>C!
57526752! 57526752! T>C!
57526801! 57526801! C>A!
57526979! 57526979! G>C!
57527236! 57527236! G>T!
57527406! 57527406! G>C!
57527753! 57527753! G>A!
57528042! 57528042! A>T!
57528059! 57528059! T>A!
57528127! 57528127! T>A!
57528179! 57528179! C>A!
57528212! 57528212! T>A!
57528240! 57528241! :T>AA!
57528498! 57528498! A>C!
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57528691! 57528691! deletion!in!
soja!
57528963! 57528963! T>C!
57529217! 57529217! G>C!
57529337! 57529337! insertion!in!
soja!
57529363! 57529363! insertion!in!
soja!
57529370! 57529370! T>G!
57529613! 57529613! deletion!in!
soja!
57529633! 57529640! difference!
57529682! 57529682! A>G!
57529686! 57529686! insertion!in!
soja!
57529798! 57529798! G>C!
57529843! 57529843! G>C!
57529910! 57529910! A>T!
57529968! 57529968! T>C!
57530064! 57530064! C>G!
57530073! 57530073! T>A!
57530095! 57530095! T>C!
57530128! 57530128! G>A!
57530183! 57530183! T>A!
57530249! 57530249! A>T!
57530277! 57530278! TC>AT!
57530447! 57530447! A>G!
57530581! 57530588! deletion!in!
soja!
57530744! 57530744! A>G!
57530876! 57530876! C>T!
57530894! 57530894! insertion!in!
soja!
57531037! 57531037! insertion!in!
soja!
57531176! 57531176! T>A!
57531248! 57531248! T>G!
57531279! 57531279! T>C!
57531291! 57531291! G>A!
57531326! 57531326! C>G!
57531400! 57531400! insertion!in!
soja!
57531428! 57531428! A>T!
57531474! 57531474! deletion!in!
soja!
57531672! 57531672! C>T!
57531695! 57531699! TTTTT>AAAAA!
57531736! 57531737! insertion!in!
soja!
57531830! 57531830! T>C!
57532037! 57532064! deletion!in!
soja!!
57532092! 57532092! T>C!
57532178! 57532179! TG>CA!
57532251! 57532252! 10bp!insertion!
in!soja!
57532290! 57532290! G>A!
57532302! 57532349! deletion!in!
soja!
57532560! 57532560! T>C!
57532628! 57532628! A>T!
57532716! 57532716! T>A!
57532854! 57532854! A>G!
57533153! 57533153! G>T!
57533393! 57533403! deletion!in!
soja!
57533409! 57533409! C>T!
57534195! 57534196! 4!bp!insertion!
in!soja!
57534351! 57534355! AAAAT>TTTAA!
57534372! 57534374! deletion!in!
soja!
57534647! 57534647! A>C!
57534783! 57535323! A>T!
57534804! 57534804! T>C!
57534827! 57534840! deletion!in!
soja!
57535132! 57535132! G>T!
57535615! 57535615! T>A!
57535627! 57535627! A>G!
57535672! 57535672! A>G!
57535711! 57535711! C>T!
57535753! 57535753! insertion!in!
soja!
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57535843! 57535843! C>T!
57535915! 57535915! insertion!in!
soja!
57535922! 57535923! AA>TT!
57536121! 57536121! C>T!
57536142! 57536142! C>A!
57536246! 57536246! C>T!
57536256! 57536256! deletion!in!
soja!
57536484! 57536484! A>T!
57537331! 57537331! deletion!in!
soja!
57537731! 57537731! C>T!
57538075! 57538075! C>T!
57538537! 57538537! deletion!in!
soja!
57538831! 57538831! A>T!
57539291! 57539292! CA>AC!
57539377! 57539377! T>A!
57539632! 57539632! insertion!in!
soja!
57540692! 57540707! difference!
57540890! 57540890! C>T!
57540910! 57540911! insertion!in!
soja!
57541057! 57541057! 3!bp!insertion!
in!soja!
57541217! 57541217! insertion!in!
soja!
57541249! 57541249! insertion!in!
soja!
57541295! 57541295! A>G!
57541303! 57541303! T>C!
57541320! 57541321! TC>CA!
57541324! 57541324! 2!bp!insertion!
in!soja!
57541328! 57541328! T>C!
57541810! 57541810! C>T!
57542202! 57542202! A>G!
57542386! 57542386! C>A!
57542879! 57542879! T>C!
57543554! 57543554! A>T!
57543627! 57543627! deletion!in!
soja!
57543822! 57543822! T>G!
57544233! 57544233! T>C!
57544544! 57544544! A>C!
57544645! 57544645! T>C!
57544786! 57544786! G>A!
57545068! 57545068! C>T!
57545346! 57545346! A>T!
57545399! 57545399! C>T!
57545652! 57545652! A>G!
57545703! 57545703! A>T!
57546293! 57546293! T>C!
57546911! 57546911! G>A!
57546940! 57546940! C>T!
57546992! 57546992! T>G!
57547033! 57547033! C>T!
57547301! 57547302! 192!bp!
insertion!in!
soja!
57547310! 57547314! deletion!in!
soja!
57547924! 57547924! T>G!
57547973! 57547973! 3!bp!insertion!
in!soja!
57548533! 57548533! C>A!
57549472! 57549592! different!
57549781! 57549781! C>G!
57550244! 57550244! A>T!
57550349! 57550349! C>G!
57550754! 57550754! G>T!
57550841! 57550841! insertion!in!
soja!
57550846! 57550846! A>G!
57550875! 57550875! T>C!
57551248! 57551248! G>A!
57551311! 57551311! G>A!
57551313! 57551313! C>T!
57551327! 57551327! deletion!in!
soja!
57551331! 57551331! A>G!
57551359! 57551362! AGA>GAG!
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57551371! 57551371! G>T!
57551448! 57551448! C>G!
57551463! 57551463! A>T!
57551509! 57551509! A>C!
57551532! 57551532! C>T!
57551763! 57551763! T>A!
57551791! 57551791! C>T!
57551794! 57551794! G>A!
57551820! 57551820! C>A!
57551823! 57551823! G>A!
57551887! 57551906! different!plus!
4bp!insertion!
in!soja!
57551917! 57551917! C>T!
57551925! 57551925! A>G!
57551927! 57551927! T>C!
57551968! 57551975! 6bp!deletion!
in!soja!plus!2!
changes!
57552004! 57552004! T>G!
57552011! 57552011! G>A!
57552014! 57552014! C>T!
57552032! 57552033! GG>TA!
57552046! 57552046! C>T!
57552050! 57552051! CT>TC!
57552057! 57552057! deletions!in!
soja!
57552061! 57552062! GG>CA!
57552083! 57552083! T>C!
57552100! 57552100! C>G!
57552104! 57552118! 17bp!insertion!
in!soja!plus!
different!
57552189! 57552189! C>T!
57552201! 57552201! G>A!
57552327! 57552350! deletion!in!
soja!
57552356! 57552356! G>T!
57552358! 57552358! G>A!
57552362! 57552362! G>A!
57552369! 57552369! T>C!
57552402! 57552404! 3!bp!insertion!
then!C>A!
57552412! 57552412! A>G!
57552417! 57552417! A>G!
57552432! 57552432! A>G!
57552445! 57552445! C>T!
57552461! 57552461! T>G!
57552473! 57557780! 83!bp!
different!then!
deletion!in!
soja!
57557798! 57557798! G>A!
57557825! 57557825! C>G!
57557869! 57557869! G>C!
57557878! 57557878! G>A!
57557905! 57557906! AC>TA!
57557928! 57557928! T>G!
57557941! 57557941! C>T!
57557970! 57557973! ATCT>GCC:!
57557989! 57557989! A>C!
57557994! 57557994! C>T!
57557996! 57557996! C>T!
57558005! 57558005! A>G!
57558024! 57558024! C>T!
57558035! 57558035! C>T!
57558072! 57558072! deletion!in!
soja!
57558118! 57558118! G>C!
57558142! 57558142! G>C!
57558157! 57558174! different!
57558201! 57558201! A>G!
57558339! 57558339! insertion!in!
soja!
57558568! 57558568! A>G!
57558648! 57558648! A>T!
57558688! 57558708! different!then!
20!bp!
insertion!in!
soja!
57558854! 57558854! G>A!
57559195! 57559216! deletion!in!
soja!
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57559340! 57559341! AA>CC!
57559445! 57559445! C>T!
57559462! 57559462! A>C!
57559470! 57559470! G>A!
57559486! 57559487! TT>A:!
57559490! 57559490! T>A!
57559492! 57559492! T>C!
57559498! 57559498! T>A!
57559536! 57559536! deletion!in!
soja!
57559542! 57559542! G>T!
57559608! 57559608! A>G!
57559657! 57559657! A>C!
57559684! 57559684! insertion!in!
soja!
57559723! 57559723! A>G!
57559809! 57559817! deletion!in!
soja!
57559837! 57559837! A>T!
57559867! 57559867! deletion!in!
soja!
57560002! 57560002! C>A!
57560108! 57560120! 11!bp!
insertion!in!
soja!and!
difference!
57560248! 57560254! deletion!in!
soja!
57560272! 57560272! A>G!
57560276! 57560276! T>C!
57560338! 57560338! C>T!
57560340! 57560340! C>T!
57560387! 57560388! GT>AA!
57560403! 57560403! insertion!in!
soja!
57560433! 57560433! T>A!
57560484! 57560485! 6bp!insertion!
in!soja!
57560543! 57560543! C>A!
57560557! 57560557! C>T!
57560595! 57560595! A>T!
57560623! 57560623! deletion!in!
soja!
57560686! 57560686! C>T!
57560698! 57560698! T>C!
57560704! 57560704! T>A!
57560710! 57560710! C>A!
57560743! 57560743! C>A!
57560758! 57560758! A>G!
57560846! 57560847! TC>AT!
57560853! 57560853! 2!bp!insertion!
in!soja!
57560859! 57560859! A>C!
57560863! 57560863! G>A!
57560903! 57560903! C>T!
57560907! 57560907! G>A!
57560912! 57560912! T>G!
57560919! 57560919! T>C!
57560928! 57560928! 3!bp!insertion!
in!soja!
57560931! 57560931! A>C!
57560935! 57560935! A>G!
57560943! 57560943! G>T!
57560955! 57560955! A>G!
57560975! 57560975! T>G!
57560977! 57561026! deletion!in!
soja!
57561036! 57561036! C>T!
57561052! 57561052! G>A!
57561062! 57561062! G>T!
57561073! 57561073! T>C!
57561077! 57561077! C>T!
57561084! 57561085! TC>CT!
57561096! 57561096! C>T!
57561102! 57561102! A>G!
57561109! 57561109! T>C!
57561114! 57561114! A>G!
57561122! 57561122! T>C!
57561128! 57561128! C>G!
57561153! 57561153! T>C!
!52!
!
57561160! 57561161! 161!bp!
insertion!in!
soja!
57561173! 57561173! C>T!
57561181! 57561181! T>C!
57561209! 57561209! C>T!
57561218! 57561219! 2!bp!deletion!
in!soja!
57561245! 57561245! A>T!
57561268! 57561268! 3!bp!insertion!
in!soja!
57561274! 57561274! T>C!
57561300! 57561310! deletion!in!
soja!
57561314! 57561314! T>C!
57561331! 57561331! T>C!
57561333! 57561333! G>A!
57561342! 57561342! A>G!
57561362! 57561362! C>T!
57561364! 57561364! G>A!
57561378! 57561378! G>A!
57561385! 57561385! C>T!
57561388! 57561388! C>T!
57561403! 57561403! C>A!
57561419! 57561419! G>A!
57561436! 57561436! C>T!
57561445! 57561445! A>C!
57561449! 57561449! C>T!
57561468! 57561468! C>T!
57561470! 57561470! T>C!
57561485! 57561485! T>C!
57561496! 57561496! G>A!
57561509! 57561509! T>C!
57561513! 57561513! T>C!
57561523! 57561524! TC>CT!
57561562! 57561602! difference!
then!deletion!
in!soja!
57561615! 57561615! A>G!
57561621! 57561621! A>G!
57561650! 57561650! C>T!
57561661! 57561661! T>C!
57561693! 57561693! C>T!
57561700! 57561700! A>G!
57561711! 57561711! G>A!
57561716! 57561716! T>C!
57561842! 57561842! A>T!
57561938! 57561938! A>G!
57561962! 57561962! C>T!
57561988! 57561988! G>A!
57562003! 57562004! AA>TT!
57562007! 57562010! deletion!in!
soja!
57562059! 57562059! G>T!
57562095! 57562095! deletion!in!
soja!
57562146! 57562147! AT>TA!
57562150! 57562175! deletion!in!
soja!
57562209! 57562209! deletion!in!
soja!
57562279! 57562279! G>A!
57562283! 57562301! 13!bp!
insertion!in!
soja!and!then!
different!
57562315! 57562315! C>T!
57562324! 57562332! different!then!
3bp!insertion!
in!soja!
57562357! 57562357! 3!bp!insertion!
in!soja!
57562377! 57562377! deletion!in!
soja!
57562381! 57562381! A>T!
57562539! 57562539! insertion!in!
soja!
57562542! 57562542! 4!bp!insertion!
in!soja!
57562572! 57562580! 129!bp!
insertion!!
57562597! 57562597! T>C!
57562604! 57562604! T>C!
57562639! 57562639! C>G!
!53!
!
57562645! 57562645! C>T!
57562653! 57562653! C>T!
57562681! 57562681! 2!bp!insertion!
in!soja!
57562710! 57562710! G>A!
57562723! 57562725! TA>AT!
57562741! 57562741! C>T!
57562754! 57562754! T>C!
57562760! 57562760! G>A!
57562762! 57562762! C>A!
57562765! 57562765! C>T!
57562772! 57562772! G>A!
57562776! 57562776! T>A!
57562783! 57562783! G>A!
57562786! 57562787! 9bp!insertion!
in!soja!
57562799! 57562799! T>C!
57562810! 57562810! C>T!
57562812! 57562812! A>G!
57562821! 57562821! deletion!in!
soja!
57562829! 57562829! A>G!
57562832! 57562832! C>T!
57562837! 57562837! C>T!
57562840! 57562840! C>T!
57562842! 57562843! GA>TG!
57562852! 57562852! A>T!
57562854! 57562854! C>T!
57562868! 57562870! AGT>GAC!
57562880! 57562880! C>A!
57562882! 57562882! deletion!in!
soja!
57562888! 57562888! T>C!
57562895! 57562895! T>C!
57562898! 57562898! A>G!
57562902! 57562902! T>C!
57562905! 57562905! C>T!
57562917! 57562917! T>A!
57562944! 57562944! 2!bp!insertion!
57562995! 57562995! C>T!
57563066! 57563066! A>C!
57563128! 57563128! A>T!
57563263! 57563263! T>A!
57563313! 57563313! C>T!
57563401! 57563401! G>A!
57563541! 57563541! G>C!
57563579! 57563579! G>C!
57563703! 57563703! deletion!in!
soja!
57563760! 57563760! C>T!
57563771! 57563771! C>T!
57563803! 57563811! deletion!in!
soja!
57564984! 57564984! T>A!
57565095! 57565095! 13!bp!
insertion!in!
soja!
57565346! 57565346! 1!bp!insertion!
in!soja!
57565767! 57565767! A>T!
57565846! 57565846! deletion!in!
soja!
57566004! 57566004! A>G!
57566066! 57566066! A>C!
57566078! 57566087! deletion!in!
soja!
57566562! 57566562! A>T!
57566570! 57566571! CT>TC!
57566573! 57566573! C>T!
57566576! 57566577! deletion!in!
soja!
57566686! 57566686! T>A!
57566727! 57566727! A>T!
57566791! 57566791! deletion!in!
soja!
57567047! 57567047! C>A!
57567098! 57567098! A>T!
57567296! 57567296! C>T!
57567371! 57567372! C:>GC!
57567402! 57567402! deletion!in!
soja!
57567550! 57567550! C>G!
!54!
!
57567560! 57567560! deletion!in!
soja!
57567656! 57567656! C>T!
57567659! 57567659! G>A!
57567760! 57567760! C>A!
57567833! 57567834! CA>TG!
57568033! 57568033! A>G!
57568100! 57568100! G>T!
57568147! 57568147! T>C!
57568355! 57568355! T>C!
57568383! 57568383! T>G!
57568446! 57568446! C>T!
57568535! 57568535! A>G!
57568613! 57568613! A>T!
57568626! 57568626! G>T!
57568628! 57568629! 7bp!insertion!
in!soja!
57568777! 57568777! G>A!
57568917! 57568917! G>T!
57569039! 57569040! AG>CC!
57569088! 57569088! G>A!
57569268! 57569268! G>A!
57569300! 57569300! A>G!
57569317! 57569317! T>C!
57569369! 57569369! 2!bp!insertion!
in!soja!
57569537! 57569537! T>A!
57569559! 57569560! AG>CT!
57569582! 57569582! C>T!
57569676! 57569676! C>A!
57569684! 57569684! A>G!
57569811! 57569811! G>T!
57569847! 57569847! T>A!
 
 
All changes in fosmid 2.1.1.12 relative to the Williams 82 reference sequence with positions on 
chromosome 18 as well as description.       
start position end position change in soja 
57571809 57571809 T>C 
57571855 57571855 A>T 
57571861 57571861 C>R 
57572026 57572026 A>C 
57572045 57572045 C>T 
57572096 57572096 G>A 
57572211 57572211 G>A 
57572276 57572276 T>C 
57572279 57572280 29bp insertion in 
soja 
57572412 57572412 T>C 
57572521 57572521 T>C 
57572555 57572555 G>C 
57572576 57572577 1bp insertion in 
soja 
57572686 57572686 A>T 
57572898 57572898 A>C 
57572902 57572902 G>A 
57572922 57572922 C>T 
57573029 57573029 C>T 
57573133 57573133 G>C 
57573203 57573210 8bp insertion in 
soja 
57573267 57573267 A>T 
57573398 57573398 T>C 
57573504 57573504 T>C 
57573579 57573579 1bp insertion in 
soja 
57573813 57573813 A>C 
57574244 57574244 G>A 
57574426 57574426 T>C 
57574462 57574462 C>T 
57574463 57574463 A>G 
!55!
!
57574478 57574478 C>T 
57574922 57574922 C>T 
57575217 57575217 A>C 
57575517 57575517 A>T 
57575580 57575580 A>G 
57575615 57575615 T>G 
57575645 57575645 G>T 
57575973 57575975 3bp deletion in 
soja 
57576092 57576092 C>A 
57576100 57576101 2bp deletion in 
soja 
57576201 57576201 G>C 
57576304 57576304 A>G 
57576384 57576384 T>C 
57576447 57576447 C>A 
57576468 57576468 T>G 
57576767 57576767 C>G 
57576809 57576811 3bp deletion in 
soja 
57576812 57576812 A>G 
57576840 57576841 GC>AT 
57576850 57576853 TTCC>CCCT 
57576865 57576866 TA>GG 
57576872 57576872 T>C 
57576881 57576881 C>A 
57576888 57576888 GC>A 
57576921 57576921 C>T 
57576932 57576935 difference, 14 bp 
insertion in soja 
57576946 57576946 G>C 
57576954 57576954 A>G 
57576969 57576970 difference, 14 bp 
insertion in soja 
57576977 57576986  
57576998 57576998 C>G 
57577004 57577004 C>T 
57577006 57577006 G>T 
57577008 57577009 TT>AA 
57577012 57577039 difference 
57577049 57577049 T>G 
57577054 57577054 G>A 
57577068 57577068 A>G 
57577074 57577074 C>G 
57577082 57577082 A>G 
57577088 57577088 TC>GA 
57577108 57577108 CCG>TTA 
57577114 57577114 AT>GC 
57577122 57577122 A>T 
57577137 57577138 TG>CA 
57577155 57577155 G>A 
57577161 57577161 A>G 
57577165 57577165 C>T 
57577174 57577174 C>T 
57577181 57577181 C>T 
57577190 57577196 difference 
57577203 57577203 T>G 
57577221 57577221 T>C 
57577227 57577227 A>G 
57577233 57577233 G>A 
57577254 57577254 A>T 
57577383 57577383 G>A 
57577444 57577444 A>T 
57577473 57577473 G>A 
57577521 57577521 G>C 
57577528 57577528 G>T 
57577642 57577642 C>T 
57577686 57577817 1150bp insertion 
in soja, difference 
57577826 57577826 A>T 
57577836 57577838 3bp deletion in 
soja 
57577850 57577850 A>G 
57577853 57577855 3bp deletion in 
soja 
57577857 57577857 C>G 
57577863 57577863 A>T 
57577874 57577874 C>T 
57577908 57577908 T>C 
57577910 57577910 C>A 
57577913 57577913 A>G 
57577915 57577915 C>T 
57577960 57577960 C>G 
!56!
!
57577982 57577982 G>A 
57577986 57577986 G>A 
57577991 57577991 G>A 
57578023 57578023 C>A 
57578050 57578050 A>G 
57578069 57578069 C>G 
57578082 57578082 T>A 
57578090 57578090 G>A 
57578095 57578095 C>T 
57578110 57578110 C>A 
57578125 57578130  
57578134 57578134 T>C 
57578140 57578140 A>G 
57578146 57578146 G>A 
57578150 57578150 A>G 
57578154 57578154 T>C 
57578162 57578162 A>G 
57578166 57578166 T>C 
57578171 57578171 C>A 
57578180 57578180 T>C 
57578193 57578193 G>C 
57578197 57578197 C>A 
57578217 57578217 G>T 
57578221 57578221 G>C 
57578228 57578228 A>G 
57578243 57578243 A>T 
57578248 57578249 AC>GA 
57578275 57578280 difference 
57578300 57578300 T>G 
57578303 57578303 G>T 
57578310 57578310 T>C 
57578312 57578312 A>G 
57578330 57578330 A>C 
57578352 57578355 difference 
57578363 57578363 C>G 
57578372 57578372 A>G 
57578376 57578376 G>A 
57578384 57578397 difference 
57578462 57578463 TG>CC 
57578472 57578472 G>C 
57578477 57578509 difference 
57578523 57578523 T>G 
57578525 57578525 T>G 
57578531 57578531 A>C  
57578572 57578572 A>G 
57578583 57578583 A>G 
57578587 57578587 A>C  
57578647 57578647 T>C 
57578701 57578705 difference 
57578721 57578721 C>G 
57578730 57578730 T>C 
57578738 57578738 G>T 
57578751 57578751 C>G 
57578762 57578762 C>T 
57578785 57578785 A>C 
57578791 57578940 difference 
57578951 57578951 C>G 
57578971 57578971 C>A 
57578975 57578975 3bp insertion in 
soja 
57578982 57578983 2bp deletion in 
soja 
57578986 57578986 A>C 
57579007 57579007 G>T 
57579011 57579011 G>A 
57579021 57579021 G>A 
57579047 57579047 A>C 
57579055 57579055 A>T 
57579073 57579073 7bp insertion in 
soja 
57579092 57579093 GT>CA 
57579101 57579101 C>T 
57579150 57579152 24bp insertion, 
difference 
57579165 57579165 A>G 
57579173 57579173 G>A 
57579186 57579186 T>C 
57579208 57579208 C>G 
57579222 57579222 G>T 
57579239 57579239 A>T 
57579257 57579257 C>A 
!57!
!
57579275 57579275 A>G 
57579277 57579277 A>G 
57579282 57579282 T>G 
57579295 57579295 C>T 
57579305 57579305 C>T 
57579309 57579309 G>A 
57579315 57579315 T>G 
57579345 57579345 G>A 
57579352 57579352 A>T 
57579389 57579389 C>G 
57579392 57579392 C>T 
57579399 57579399 C>T 
57579412 57579412 T>C 
57579414 57579414 A>G 
57579421 57579421 C>A 
57579423 57579423 A>T 
57579428 57579428 C>A 
57579446 57579667 difference 
57579683 57579683 T>G 
57579716 57579718 GGG>AAA 
57579723 57579723 A>T 
57579726 57579726 1bp deletion in 
soja 
57579749 57579749 G>A 
57579790 57579790 A>C 
57579800 57579803 4bp deletion in 
soja 
57579879 57579880 CA>TG 
57579916 57579916 A>T 
57579956 57579957 TG>AA 
57579965 57579965 1bp insertion in 
soja 
57579991 57579991 G:>AA 
57580004 57580004 A>C 
57580040 57580040 T>G 
57580072 57580072 A>G 
57580077 57580077 T>C 
57580088 57580088 C>T 
57580118 57580118 A>C 
57580143 57580144 2bp deletion in 
soja 
57580148 57580148 A>C 
57580198 57580198 G>A 
57580208 57580208 G>T 
57580213 57580213 A>C 
57580239 57580239 T>C 
57580258 57580258 C>G 
57580287 57580287 2bp insertion in 
soja 
57580304 57580304 A>C 
57580340 57580340 T>G 
57580346 57580346 T>C 
57580354 57580378 25bp deletion in 
soja 
57580404 57580408 difference 
57580519 57580601 difference 
57580777 57580848 difference, 104bp 
insertion in soja 
57581176 57581176 T>G 
57581329 57581329 T>A 
57581370 57581370 T>C 
57581487 57581487 T>C 
57581689 57581689 T>A 
57582185 57582188 3bp insertion in 
soja, difference 
57584425 57584425 1bp deletion in 
soja 
57585582 57585582 T>C 
57587071 57587071 C>T 
57590004 57590004 1bp deletion in 
soja 
57590338 57590338 A>G 
57590517 57590517 G>C 
57591930 57591930 A>G 
57593702 57593702 T>C 
57599730 57599730 C>T 
57600089 57600106 difference 
 
 
